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«Planet of Mubu» is a top-down puzzle with elements of shooter and runner in the green alien civilization setting. The
combination of challenging puzzles and crazy shootouts will not let you get bored, and high-speed races will diversify your

gameplay. Explore the alien planet, discover all secret places, collect every bonus and get a reward!
Conquer the «Planet of Mubu»!

BONUS! The Original Soundtrack!
All tracks available as 320kbp/s MP3 files in the game folder on your PC!

About.
«Planet of Mubu» is the one of the greenest planets in the galaxy. High-tech civilization «Mubu» owns and protecting it for

ages.
You have a team of five alien invaders. They arrived from far space to the «Planet of Mubu» to conquer it and get a lot of
different resources. Find out how will war between ancient civilization and merciless aliens in the game «Planet of Mubu»!

Features.

1. Every alien hero have a special ability. Use them to solve puzzles and overcome all obstacles!

2. World «Planet of Mubu» hides a lot of mystery places and secret bonuses. Find then all and get a reward!
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3. Seven locations for every taste:

Forest is a giant area. Explore it, and you can find bonuses and portals to the new areas. Get out of the borders because there are
the most interesting thins there!

Puzzle is a location which is a one big puzzle. Use unique abilities of alien invaders to solve them all!
Arena is a big area for deadly battles. Destroy everyone and try he taste of victory!

Run – tick-tock! Get hurry to get to the end of the map or die! Collect bonuses and try to not get into the traps!
Viking – your sword is your revenge!
Maze – big maze... or very big maze!

Boss – fight with the boss! Every boss is unique and the have their own weaknesses. Use them and defeat these creatures!

Graphics.
1. The world of «Planet of Mubu» has been drawn with only 12 colors.

2. All basic objects have a smooth animation.
3. Soft color palette will help you to relieve stress.

Music.
Great soundtrack with a guitar and elements of chiptune.

All tracks available as 320kbp/s MP3 files in the game folder on your PC!
Crazy playlist:

Title theme - 1:35 min

Map theme - 0:41 min

Tutorial theme - 0:27 min

Forest theme - 2:09 min

Puzzle theme - 1:07 min

Arena theme - 1:05 min

Run theme - 2:07 min

Viking theme - 1:06 min

Maze theme - 1:14 min

Boss theme - 1:10 min

Bonus track - 1:00 min

Good Luck!
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Title: Planet of Mubu
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Anatoliy Loginovskikh
Publisher:
Zotdinex
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8

Processor: 1.2 Ghz+

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse and keyboard

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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planet of mubu steam. planet of mubu

well.... if you want to play this game, go to you tube and watch a 10 minute video.. then you basically played it... plenty of
chieves for 50 cents on sale I guess. Bought this on sale. Just finished the Western Hole and looking forward to the rest of the
game. Delightfully quirky and feels a lot like a streamlined version of DQ3.
Lots of good ideas in this title. Classes are well done. I really like the over world hidden locations and wandering NPCs.
Monster names are entertaining. Battles are fairly vanilla (but they wrap up very quickly, so it's not so bad).. Kitty robots, queer
characters, people of color, and mind-machine interfacing -- what's not to like?

Kudos for being able to choose the gender of the protagonist; although, it would've been even better if there was a non-binary
option.

I really liked the mind-reading stuff through "the Void" because, as unethical as it may be, reading minds is a superpower I wish
I had. I think most people wish they had that power at some point in their lives, if not several times in their lives. It's neat the
way using that power can affect outcomes so easily.

There were romance options, men and women. However, they seemed rather secondary to the story, which is fine. Sometimes
romance isn't a person's cup of a tea. So, a person who isn't looking for romance in their story could probably still enjoy this
game if they like sci-fi themes.

I highly recommend this VN for its unique gameplay and interesting story.. Very fun to play with friends on lan. Way of the
Samurai 3 is essentially a choose your own adventure RPG with a sort of fighting game like combat system. You can unlock
new moves through practice, forge swords, etc etc. You can also murder anyone in the world, if you want (the manual tells you
not to kill all the save point NPCs if you plan to save your game, which is a wise piece of advice). You control a samurai who is
left behind after a catastrophic battle, trying to find your place in a small town. There's a couple main factions, and depending
on your choices different events will take place, culminating in some kind of confrontation with the man trying to unify Japan,
Nobunaga. Or perhaps if you do things just right you could join with him...?

There are a few major storylines though within those there's still some variation based on what you did. A full playthrough isn't
too long; its clearly intended for replays, since your weapon case and skills carry over and higher difficulties may be almost
impossible without upgrading. True, it's not a high-budget game--the town's not huge, and the endings are just scrolling text--but
it's a cool chance to live for a little while in a town and do the Ronin thing. So it's cool.

This is a pretty mediocre port: it looks just fine, but it's 30fps and the game does not play well without a controller. Well, this is
still better than no port at all, I suppose! Eat your leeks and just be happy!

By the way, if you run into a woman being accosted by two bandits, that's the tutorial lady. You're free to ignore her (or kill her,
you monster!) but if you're confused she can give you some help and point you towards some melee training to boot. So that
may help. youre targeted by meteors and your ship is targeted and you can't ever get any oxygen in time and by the time you get
oxygen to your base you might fail to even ingest the oxygen and your gun might not even fire to hit a meteor which is headed to
your ship whatever you do seems to lead to death, either gun malfunctions which you cant fix or doors glitching and even
oxygen \/ energy canisters not going in or flying off leaving you stranded in space to die. Bought Zoo Rampage on a whim to
play local multiplayer with against a friend of mine. It was entertaining for probably 1-2 minutes before we had seen all the
game has to offer. For $10, that's just not enough.
It's a terribly imbalanced game - every round can be determined immediately by whoever is closest to the the largest
building/group of cars. The first person to get to that gets a ton of points in the first 20 seconds and then the rest of the round is
meaningless.
The other (non-destruction) modes seem like they were never playtested even once - the soccer mode is a joke because the
players get completely stuck on each other whenever they come in contact, making it very difficult to move around.
Unfortunately, it's just a mediocre game that doesn't quite make it into the "so bad it's good" category.
I'd say skip this one unless you think 2 minutes of mild entertainment is worth $10.. revisiting stuff in my library that I hadn't
really played much...
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this game would be a fun if not exceptional shmup, if it didn't continually freeze up on me at random times. game just
completely locks up, no way to get out except windows key or ctrl+alt+del. can't recommend it due to that.. Recommended: A
TRON-inspired romp made with some obvious heart and care that might not set the world on fire, but is a well-executed and
well-designed game.

Full review available here[www.highlandarrow.com]
(Originally published - 2014-03-30). Very different puzzle game. While the first bunch of puzzles are pretty good, eventually
they get so big that there're just too many variables to keep track of, so you're just left with trial and error until you get the
solution. Of course, who'd want to do that when there're youtube solutions?

6/10

SpaceChem is still the best puzzle game on Steam.
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Blood of Magic is an early access turn based RPG. The game is still being heavily developed so bugs found will most likely be
fixed if you post them. Aside from that its a pretty standard adventure RPG, lots of killing, looting, and party management.

Pros:
Town developement (Buy buildings/ Upgrades)
Fun combat system
Decent music

Cons:
UI is somewhat confusing / Dull

After playing this game for around 2 hours I had a lot of fun. When I began I was a little confused by the ui as how to equip
items, use contracts, spend skill points, but after tinkering with it for a few minutes the rest of the game was easy to learn. As of
now its a fun game with a lot of future potential.
. Not the greatest game ever. Far from it, infact. However, it works and is good for a few hours mindless, not particularly
complicated, spaceship combat. (Pick it up when it's on sale, basically).

You must play it with a controller though! The keyboard keybindings are terrible!. There's something about it's simple nature
that makes it fun and original.. For a Experimental Beat'Em Up. Has a Slow and Repetitive gameplay.
Actually did not play on VR.

VR might get a better Experience on this game.. this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥shit. nuff said. Nice little relaxing casual game. The
series is really fun and well thought-out. The art is amazing and I definitely recommend it if you want a break from shooting
stuff all the time.. As with all trilogies, the second Banner Saga is the best. However, if you've come this far, you should finish
it.

Gameplay-wise, this is the best game in the series. Finally all of the mechanics apply, make sense, are fairly balanced, never get
boring, and gel into a compelling gameplay whole.

The game does have a few flaws that are all narrative. The first is that almost none of the combat tells a story. There is no perma-
death in combat and rarely any consequence for losing. Similarly, where the map used to tell a story, now it is an abstraction.
The second is that the cast has swelled to be too large to allow for consistent character development - there are a lot of poorly-
drawn, inconsequential characters that are still squabbling for airtime that doesn't add much, especially when the lore is obscure.
Especially given the relative absence of cut-scenes to enhance character development, the plot has a feeling of a fun house,
popping up cardboard characters here and there that disappear again. This leads to the last problem, which is that all of that
noise distracts from what should have been a tighter, more focused ending. I would not say the narrative is a negative, but it
feels inferior to the previous games.. Bought if for the badge. Worth it. If you've ever played a turn based game in your life and
even somewhat enjoyed it, you really need to play DOFUS.

I've been playing on and off for 10 years. Occasionally I'll take a break because of life/boredom and I'll go try out another game.
Yet DOFUS always pulls me back in due to how frequently its updated and how unique it really is. How many mmorpgs do you
know that offer an enriching turnbased combat? I have yet to encounter a single one outside DOFUS/WAKFU. Not only that
but the class system is great. 17 soon to be 18 classes that are both distinct from each other and so unique from many mmorpgs.
How many games do you know where there exists a class solely devoted to getting drunk and throwing people across the map? I
acknowledge that without subbing you can only get up to levels 40-60 or so without really pulling your teeth out, but the
subscription cost is very cheap as far as sub-based games go and definitely worth it.

Final comment on the matter is the pvp system. 1v1 pvp is very enjoyable but the rewards are mostly cosmetics. However the
3v3 pvp system that unlocks when you hit level 50 is amazing. I'm someone that usually avoids pvp, but turnbased pvp with
friends (or even randoms) in a small team like that just somehow works so well. Not to mention you get tons of money and
various rewards for winning.

I don't have much else to say besides please give this great game a try. If you ever need help starting out just message me and I'd
be glad to show you around and get you started.
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